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Abstract

An online trajectory module is implemented in COSMO 5.1 and higher versions. The module is a diagnostic tool that enables to compute trajectories (i.e., to follow air parcels) and to trace any prognostic variable as well as diagnostic variables along the trajectories. The trajectory position is updated at each model time step based on the model wind fields, which allows to calculate trajectories very accurately for high spatial resolutions.

1 Introduction

The Lagrangian description of atmospheric motion is a valuable approach to study numerous phenomena ranging from large spatial scales, as extratropical cyclones (e.g., Wernli and Davies, 1997), to small scales, as the entrainment in stratocumulus clouds (e.g., Stevens et al., 1996). It is also very common to investigate the dispersion of atmospheric pollutants (e.g., Weil et al., 2012).

While many trajectory models for offline computation are currently available, they rely on the output of numerical weather prediction models. To capture the spatial and temporal variability of the wind field, that can be represented in the Eulerian model at high spatial resolution, model output would be required at a minute-scale temporal resolution (about 5 min for 2.2 km grid spacing) for the trajectory calculation. The temporal resolution of the wind field data has been shown to significantly influence the trajectory path (e.g., Rössler et al. 1992). It thus appears very attractive for a NWP model to incorporate a module for online trajectory computation, which allows to use the wind field at every model timestep and hence allows a very accurate calculation of trajectories also for high resolution applications.

This technical report describes shortly the implementation of the online trajectory module in the official COSMO code and presents the technical aspects that are relevant for the user of the module. It is based on the user guide published as supplement material of Miltenberger et al. (2013). Discrepancies that can be observed between both documents reflect the changes made to the code between the first version and the version that is currently implemented in the official COSMO version 5.1 and higher.

For a detailed documentation, the reader should refer to Miltenberger et al. (2013), where the scientific rational, the workflow and an example of scientific application are provided. The module has been tested on several platforms and applied in multiple research projects, demonstrating its versatility and scientific soundness.

2 Scientific rational

The scientific reasoning for implementing an online trajectory module into an atmospheric model is thoroughly described in Miltenberger et al. (2013). This paper is freely accessible at http://www.geosci-model-dev.net/6/1989/2013/gmd-6-1989-2013.pdf.

This comprehensive scientific documentation provides also insights in the workflow and the trajectory integration scheme. It discusses error sources for the trajectory calculation and
their relative importance and assesses the overall performance of the model. In addition a case study of an alpine foehn event is presented, demonstrating the scientific soundness of the method and the advantage of the online trajectory computation over offline trajectory computation using standard COSMO model output.

3 Implementation overview

The online trajectory module consists of two different source files, namely data_traj.f90 and src_traj.f90. While the first file contains the definition of datatypes and the declaration of some variables used across the whole module (in particular some maximal values for the dimensioning of module arrays), the allocation of the module variables, the forward integration of the trajectories, the communication between the processors and the I/O subroutines are available in the second file. The interfaces to the rest of the COSMO code are slim: four calls to the organizing routine of the module in lmorg.f90 and one call in organize_data as well as a global switch to activate/deactivate the module.

The module is controlled by a namelist and requires a text file containing the start positions of the trajectories (startfile).

In the following sections the technical details related to the use of the module and its implementation are described. Section 4 provides an overview of all relevant namelist switches and section 5 explains how the start information of the trajectories should be specified. Reading these two sections should be enough to setup a trajectory computation. In section 6, more information about the output files produced by the trajectory module is provided while section 7 details the current implementation and should ease code comprehension and further extension.

4 Namelist settings

The online trajectory module can be switched on and off by an additional namelist parameter in the namelist group RUNCTL named ltraj, which is set to FALSE by default. The user-defined parameters for the trajectory calculation can be specified in a separate namelist named INPUT_TRAJ in a namelist group called TRAJCTL. These parameters are described below.

- **istart_mode_traj**: Specification mode of the trajectory start times:
  - **istart_mode_traj=1**: A comma separated list of start times has to be given through the namelist parameter hstart_traj or nstart_traj. The list contains the start times in hours after model start (hstart_traj) or in model time steps (nstart_traj). Trajectories are always started at the same spatial locations for each specified start time. nstart_traj has priority over hstart_traj if both are specified.
  - **istart_mode_traj=2**: Trajectories are started repeatedly at fixed time intervals from the same spatial locations. The first start time (in hours after the model start), the last start time (in hours after the model start) and the time interval (in hours) are specified through the namelist parameter hcomb_start_traj (a comma separated list of the three elements). The same triplet can be expressed in model time steps through the namelist parameter ncomb_start_traj. ncomb_start_traj has priority over hcomb_start_traj if both are specified.
- \texttt{istart\_mode\_traj} = 3 : Trajectories are started repeatedly at the times and locations provided in the startfile. The start times should be provided in hours and the entries in the startfile should be sorted according to starting time. Except for \texttt{nstop\_traj} resp. \texttt{hstop\_traj} all other namelist parameters pertaining to the start times (\texttt{hcomb\_start\_traj}, \texttt{ncomb\_start\_traj}, \texttt{hstart\_traj}, \texttt{nstart\_traj}) have no effect.

- \texttt{startfile\_traj} : Path of the start file. The path can be a relative path and is limited to 100 characters. A description of the start file is provided in section 5.

- \texttt{hstop\_traj} or \texttt{nstop\_traj} : Time at which the trajectory calculation stops in hours after model start or in model time steps, respectively. It only has to be specified if the trajectory calculation should stop before the model integration. It has to be a multiple of the model time step. \texttt{nstop\_traj} has priority over \texttt{hstop\_traj} if both are specified.

- \texttt{ydir\_traj} : Directory to which the trajectory output will be written. The directory specification is limited to 100 characters.

- \texttt{hinc\_out\_traj} or \texttt{ninc\_out\_traj} : Output frequency of the trajectory positions (and traced variables) in hours or in number of model time steps respectively. \texttt{hinc\_out\_traj} has to be a multiple of the model time step and \texttt{ninc\_out\_traj} has to be a whole number. If both parameters are specified, \texttt{ninc\_out\_traj} has priority over \texttt{hinc\_out\_traj}.

- \texttt{tracevar\_traj} : Names of the variables which should be traced along the trajectories. The naming should be consistent with the table in the COSMO source file \texttt{src\_setup\_vartab.f90}, which is also used for the COSMO model output.

An example of the namelist \texttt{TRAJCTL} is given in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Namelist example

```makefile
cat > INPUT_TRAJ << end_input_traj
&TRAJCTL
  nstop\_traj = 4320,
  hstop\_traj = 24.0,
  istart\_mode\_traj = 1,
  hstart\_traj = 3.0,6.0,12.0,
  nstart\_traj = 540,1080,2160,
  startfile\_traj = './startfile\_case\_n.txt',
  ydir\_traj = './output\_traj',
  hinc\_out\_traj = 0.0333,
  ninc\_out\_traj = 6,
  tracevar\_traj = 'T','P','QV','QC','QR','RELHUM',
/
end_input_traj
```

5 Start file

A start file containing the start positions (and times) of the trajectories has to be provided. It is specified by the user via the namelist parameter \texttt{startfile\_traj} (see section 4). It contains the rotated longitudes, the rotated latitudes and the height and optionally the times at which the trajectories are started.

It is a textfile and it must comply with strict formatting rules.
The first 3 lines are header lines:

- First line: It contains the reference date, i.e., the date at which the COSMO simulation starts. This line is not considered by the program.

- Second line: Description of the file data columns. It should either be "time lon lat z" or "lon lat z" (without quotes). Only the first four non-blank characters of this line will be analyzed by the program and in case the first four characters match the keyword time, the program will read the first data column as being the start times and expect the second column to be the rotated longitudes. If the first four characters do not match the keyword time, the first data column is assumed to contain the rotated longitudes.

- Third line: It is not relevant for the program. It traditionally contains only "-------" symbols.

The following lines in the file are content lines. In case the keyword time is present on the second line, the program reads the first column as the start times, the second as the rotated longitudes, the third as the rotated latitudes and the fourth as the height. If the keyword time is not present on the second line, the first column is read as the rotated longitudes, the second as the rotated latitudes and the third as the height. Column delimiters are blank spaces. The longitudes have to range between -180.0 and 180.0 degrees and the latitudes can be comprised between -90.0 and 90.0 degrees. They are expressed in the same referential than COSMO (i.e., same rotated pole coordinates). The height has to be given in meters AMSL. If time data is provided, it must be in hours after model start. The entries in the startfile should be sorted according to starting time.

The start file is read in an endless loop and all lines (except the 3 header lines) are considered as data.

Make sure that your start file fulfills the format requirements explained above!

A startfile should look similar to the example provided in Listing 2.

Listing 2: Start file example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Date</th>
<th>19870725_0000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>lon lat z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>-8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>-8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>-8.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Output

For all trajectories, their position as well as the value of the traced variables are written to file at the output frequency specified by the user via the namelist parameter hinc_out_traj or ninc_out_traj (see section 4) in the output directory specified by the user (ydir_traj, see section 4). Only NetCDF format is supported.

The output is split in the following way: The trajectories that start together at a given start time are considered as a group. If the group is too large to be contained in one single file,
the trajectories are further split over several files, according to their position in the start file. A limit of 2 GB is set as maximal file size in order to ease postprocessing. At all output time steps comprised between the start of the trajectory group and the end of the trajectory simulation (see namelist parameter hstop_traj or nstop_traj in section 4), the positions and traced variable values for the group of trajectories are written to one (or several) files. The files can thus have different lengths (for different start times).

One or several files traj_tXXXXX_pYYY.nc are thus produced, where XXXXX is the start time of the trajectory group expressed in minutes after the model start and YYY is the number of the file in the file set containing the trajectories starting at XXXXX after the model start.

The output files follow the CF conventions. Some global attributes (reference date, duration of the simulation for the group of trajectories, coordinates of the rotated pole and output frequency) are written to each file. A variable time indicates the time elapsed since the model start in seconds. For each instance of time (first dimension) and for each trajectory identified by its ID (id as second dimension), the longitude, latitude and height (variables longitude, latitude and z) are written as well as the value of the traced variables. For each of these variables, the short name, the long name and the units are provided as attributes.

The header of an output file (here for 13507 trajectories starting after 120 minutes) thus looks like the example provided in Listing 3.

Listing 3: Output file example

```
netcdf traj_t000120_p001 {
    dimensions:
        id = 13507 ;
        time = 541 ;
    variables:
        float time(time) ;
            time:standard_name = "time" ;
            time:long_name = "time" ;
            time:units = "seconds" ;
        float longitude(time, id) ;
            longitude:standard_name = "grid_longitude" ;
            longitude:long_name = "rotated longitudes" ;
            longitude:units = "degrees" ;
        float latitude(time, id) ;
            latitude:standard_name = "grid_latitude" ;
            latitude:long_name = "rotated latitudes" ;
            latitude:units = "degrees" ;
        float z(time, id) ;
            z:standard_name = "height" ;
            z:long_name = "height above mean sea level" ;
            z:units = "m AMSL" ;
        float T(time, id) ;
            T:standard_name = "air_temperature" ;
            T:long_name = "temperature" ;
            T:units = "K" ;
        float P(time, id) ;
            P:standard_name = "air_pressure" ;
            P:long_name = "pressure" ;
            P:units = "Pa" ;
```
7 Implementation details

7.1 Workflow overview

An organizing routine organize_traj is called four times from lmorg.f90:

1. Once at the beginning of the initialization phase with the action 'input'. The namelist INPUT_TRAJ is read as well as the start file. Necessary checks are performed in order to ensure that the specifications made by the user are meaningful. The user can proof the settings by inspecting the YUSPECIF file.

2. Once later on during the initialization phase with the action 'init'. Arrays required for the whole trajectory simulation are allocated. A data structure is filled for all traced variables (see section 7.4). The rank of the eight surrounding processing elements for each processing element is defined in a parallel case. The position of the trajectories are initialized using the information read from the start file. Also, a status flag indicating if the trajectory has to be computed (alive), has left the domain (dead) or is not yet started (embryonic) is initialized using the start times read from or derived from the namelist settings (see section 4). In case the simulation is started from a restart file, the start positions are read directly from the restart file instead of the start file. The number of required output files is computed and the split of the trajectories among these files is determined. All NetCDF files are created and the global attributes are
written to the files. The variables are defined and their attributes written. In case the simulation is started from a restart file, this information is read from already existing output files. The NetCDF files will be kept open for the whole trajectory simulation.

3. Once at the end of each time step, where the other diagnostics are computed, with the action ‘compute’. For each compute time step of the trajectories (i.e., for each time step comprised between the start of the first trajectory and the end of the trajectory computation, both specified by the user via namelist parameters), it is checked for each trajectory, if it should be computed or not on each processor. In case it has to be computed, the forward integration is performed (see Miltenberger et al., 2013 for more details) and in case the trajectory leaves the processor domain after its integration, it is added to a buffer for communicating the new position to the relevant neighbor processor. After this has been done for all trajectories, the communication of all trajectories that have to be passed to a neighbor processor is performed. Finally output is performed, if the time step corresponds to an output time step.

4. Once at the end of the simulation with the action ‘finalize’. All NetCDF files are closed and the memory used for the trajectory simulation is freed.

In addition an organizing routine `organize_traj_restart('restart')` is called from `organize_data('results')` at the end of the time step in order to write out the trajectories to an extra restart file if needed.

### 7.2 Maximal values for array allocation

Some restrictions have to be set regarding the maximal size of arrays used in the module. All the maximal values are defined as parameters in the module `data_traj.f90`. In case these maximal values have to be increased, one can simply change the values of the parameters listed below in `data_traj.f90` and test, if the model still works on the platform used.

The parameters are:

- **nmax_traj_starttime=100**: Maximal number of trajectory start times. It means that up to 100 values can be provided by the user through the namelist parameters `hstarts_traj` or `nstarts_traj` or that the namelist triplet `hcomb_start_traj` or `ncomb_start_traj` does not lead to more than 100 values. This parameter should be increased with caution!

- **nmax_traj_startpt=50000**: Maximal number of trajectories that can start at a given start time (from different locations). It thus means that a maximum of $100 \times 50000 = 5\text{mio.}$ trajectories is imposed. Please note that so far, the module has been tested only with up to about 2 mio. of trajectories. If increasing this parameter or the previous one, intensive testing should be done.

- **nmax_traced_var=30**: Maximal number of variables that can be traced along the trajectories. This parameter could be increased, if more variables should be traced, but testing is recommended.

- **nmax_out_per_start_t=100**: Maximal number of output files per start time. It corresponds to the part YYY in the output filename `traj_tXXXXXX_pYYY.nc`. Please note that this could not be increased to more than 999 without modifying the naming scheme
of the output files. At the moment, we cannot produce more than 100*100=10’000 output files (nmax_traj_starttime times nmax_out_per_start_t).

- **nmax_nc_size=2*2^{30}:** Maximal size of an output file. The file size is currently limited to 2 GB in order to ease post-processing. If increasing this value, some post-processing facilities might fail.

- **header_nc_size=2*2^{20}:** Reserved space for the header in an output file (2 MB). If more information is added to the header in the future, it might be necessary to increase this number.

### 7.3 Restrictions of use

The periodic boundary conditions are not yet implemented for the trajectories. The trajectory module can be used in combination with periodic boundary conditions (lperi_x and lperi_y) and the trajectories will be computed using periodic winds but the trajectories themselves are not cycled.

Other configurations are supported.

### 7.4 Traced variables

A new data type **trajtrace_type** is defined in **data_traj.f90** to hold the needed information to handle properly the traced variables. Most of the information is inherited from the **var** structure available in **src_setup_vartab.f90**. It contains the following elements:

- **name:** name of the traced variable
- **levtyp:** level type (GRIB related)
- **ntri:** time range indicator (GRIB related)
- **rank:** rank
- **p4:** pointer to a 4-dimensional field
- **p3:** pointer to a 3-dimensional field
- **idef_stat:** status indicating if the variable has been computed already or if it should be derived from other model variables
- **istag:** staggering flag (0: no staggering; 1: zonal staggering; 2: meridional staggering; 3: vertical staggering)
- **units:** units (NetCDF related)
- **sdname:** standard name (NetCDF related)
- **lgname:** long name (NetCDF related)

Only COSMO model variables can be traced. The name of the traced variables must match exactly the name of the corresponding variable in the **var** structure (in **src_setup_vartab.f90**). Only 4-dimensional and 3-dimensional variables in space can be traced. The traced variables
must be instantaneous values (i.e., have a time range indicator of 0), since it is not clear what should be traced in case of accumulated values or statistical quantities (mean, min, max). The variables can be on the half-levels or on the full-levels. They can be staggered in zonal direction (U) or in meridional direction (V). All variables that are valid at each time step in the model (idef_stat=1 in src_setup_var.tab.f90), i.e., all prognostic variables and several diagnostics, can be traced. The other model variables (idef_stat=0 in src_setup_var.tab.f90) must be derived before being written to the COSMO output. Only a subset of these variables has been implemented for tracing so far:

- P: total pressure
- RELHUM: relative humidity
- POT_VORTIC: potential vorticity

Other variables could easily be implemented by making use of the subroutines used in src_output.f90 (e.g., curl).

At each output step the traced variables are interpolated to the trajectory position using a linear interpolation. The computed values for the traced variables as well as the trajectory ID and position (longitude, latitude and height) are gathered on processor 0, which writes the data to file.

7.5 Communication strategy

For each trajectory that leaves a processor, its ID as well as the three components of its position (longitude, latitude and height) are packed in a buffer dimensioned with the 8 neighbors and with the number of trajectories times the four needed pieces of information (ID, longitude, latitude and time). After having looped over all trajectories, actual communication is performed. For this, a "pairwise" non-blocking (MPI_ISEND and MPI_Irecv) communication strategy has been chosen. Two slices of the buffer for opposite neighbor processors (e.g., northern and southern neighbor) are communicated at a time. This is faster than communicating in each direction one after the other and requires less memory than a communication in all directions at a time. This solution is thus a compromise between performance in terms of communication speed and memory consumption. This could easily be changed if desired. The MPI_Irecv are pre-posted in order to improve performance.

7.6 Trajectory positions

The trajectory positions in the index space must be determined several times during a trajectory computation time step: To determine the winds at the trajectory position in order to update its position, to interpolate the orography at the trajectory position (in order to check if the trajectory has reached the ground), and finally to interpolate the traced variables to the trajectory location in case output must be performed. This computation is sensitive to the reference system and rounding errors thus occur when changing the domain decomposition. They are very small (typically differences of $O(10^{-9})$ for the longitudes and latitudes, $O(10^{-6})$ for height, $O(10^{-7})$ for traced temperature, $O(10^{-8})$ for traced wind or pressure, $O(10^{-10})$ for the traced humidity variables are observed) and do not affect the physical interpretation of the trajectories.
The required horizontal interpolation combined with the formulation of the lower boundary condition in the model (wind extrapolation) leads to trajectories that intersect the terrain, which is physically impossible. Any trajectory that reaches the ground is then lost for the rest of the simulation. In order to avoid unreasonable loss of trajectories, a trajectory that reaches the ground is reset to 10 meters above ground during the Euler forward integration (see Miltenberger et al., 2013 for more details). A hardcoded switch \texttt{ljump} controls this feature and could easily be set to \texttt{FALSE}, in order to let the trajectories leave the domain at the ground during the forward integration. Similarly, the value of the hardcoded parameter \texttt{hjump} that defines the height, at which the trajectories are reset (currently 10 meters above ground) can easily be modified.
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